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NUTEX     is specifically formulated to give more consistency, superior workability, and a higher 
profile texture than most joint compounds and bag textures. NUTEX    dries to a harder finish that 
provides a more even absorption rate and better coverage for the finish paint. Because of its  
superior hardness, NUTEX    is less likely to rewet, when painted, than joint compound and bag 
textures. NUTEX    dries white and can be painted or left unpainted on noncontact ceilings.   
NUTEX     eliminates the need for expensive mixing spray equipment without sacrificing           
productivity. Because of its smooth consistency, it is ideal for airless spray equipment, using the 
texture atomizer.  

NUTEX    is a non-aggregated vinyl based, economical texture formulated to create a variety of 
textures such as orange peel, knockdown, splatter, skip trowel, stipple, glazing, or hand applied 
texture.  NUTEX    is designed to hide minor surface defects and can be  applied over gypsum 
wallboard, plaster, or concrete surfaces.         

Surfaces should  be clean, dry, and free of grease, wax, dust, concrete releasing agents, and gloss.
 1.  New gypsum wallboard surfaces and accessories should be primed with DURLAST drywall      
      primer or NUTEX    base coat prior to NUTEX    texture application. 
 2.  Concrete, plaster, and masonry surfaces must be smooth and cured thoroughly, then sealed         
      with  DS 750 100% Acrylic Primer/Sealer prior to NUTEX    application. Prime rust areas                     
      with a rust-inhibiting primer.  Allow new concrete to cure for 30 days. 
 3.  Painted surfaces should be dulled and primed with DS 750 100% Acrylic Primer/Sealer or an         
      appropriate bonding primer prior to NUTEX    application.
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MATERIAL: Vinyl type
COLOR: White  
PRODUCT SENSITIVITY: Do not apply when temperatures are below 50°F or above 95°F.
MIXING: Mix  thoroughly.  Add clean water in one pint increments to achieve desired viscosity.
DO NOT OVER-THIN PRODUCT. 
APPLICATION: Brush, roller, hopper gun, portable texture machine, piston or stator type ma-
chine, airless sprayer (min. 1.25 gpm) using a .023-.027 tip for smooth application or with texture          
atomizer and air compressor (min. 9 cfm) to achieve texture desired.
COVERAGE: Approximately 75-150 ft²  per gallon. (Varies on surface, equipment, and texture 
desired)
DECORATION: Not intended as final coat, should be painted when dry. Can be left unpainted on 
noncontact ceilings.
STORAGE: Do not store material in direct sunlight, or in tempertures below 32°F.
Good, dry storage conditions will allow up to 9 months shelf life.                                                                                          
PROTECT FROM FREEZING.
PACKAGING: 3.5 gallon carton, 5 gallon pail, 55 gallon drum, and 275 gallon tote.
WARRANTY: If  TWI NUTEX     fails to perform as specified when applied according to          
specifications, TWI’s liability shall be limited to refund of purchase price with proof of purchase.
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS: When dry sanding or spraying, wear eye protection and a respirator  
that are NIOSH approved.
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